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English

Science

Reading:

Living things and their habitats

Range of fiction and non-fiction texts to promote
interest in books, read children’s favourite books.
Looking at traditional tales, poetry, and modern

RE
Our RE topic will be answering the question
what does sacrifice mean? Through this topic we
will be looking at sacrifice in our lives, in
Christianity, Islam and the Humanist views of it.
This topic will also lead into a study of the
Stations of the Cross and Lent, which will also
be looked at in collective worship.

fiction we will continue to practice reading
comprehension through using VIPERS questioning.
Writing:
We are starting with biography writing,
practicing, and immersing by reading a wide
range of biographies and analysing the features,
before writing our own. After biographical
Focus
writing weTopic
will
move onto a fun documentary

PSHE and RSHE

- Wisdom
(School
topic in which
we
willValues)
be scripting and recording

PSHE this term focusses on British Values and
being a part of the wider community. We will be
looking at democracy and the rule of law so will
be using drama throughout these lessons to

voiceovers.
- South America and Chile
Home reading:
Children should be bringing their homework diary
home every evening and a grown up or older
sibling should sign it any time they read at

develop empathy.

This unit follows on from the Living things
and their habitats unit we studied in the
Autumn term. We will be looking at the 5
vertebrate classes, Carl Linnaeues, exploring
the classification of reptiles, invertebrates,
and plants.
As this unit is happening in Winter we will
be linking this with our geography topic
looking at South America and will be
learning through experiments wherever
possible.
Geography
South America
Our English non fiction unit on the Atacama
Desert has set us up nicely to learn more
about the environment and the human
geography of South America. Throughout the
unit we will be building to answer the

home, even if it is just to themselves.
Mathematics

question how does Chile compare to the UK.

More
information
on this
topic will be coming
Collage
using Natural
Materials:

Fractions

Physical Development

out
closerantoexciting
the time.
RSHE
is in
thebelast
We have
Art
unit lesson
where we
will

We are continuing our fractions unit, spending

week
of thisMegan
half term.
researching
Coyle and her work using

time consolidating the knowledge we already

ICS Coaching PE – Tuesdays

have and spending challenge lessons deepening

Mr Pearce will be teaching indoor PE this

our understanding and preparing for reasoning

term on a Tuesday afternoon to stay out of

assessments at the end of KS2.

the cold. He is looking at Gymnastics.

RSHE
this
Art and
DTterm will be looking at relationships.

natural materials to create collages. This will link
well with our Geography topic of South America.
Megan Coyle uses collage to create images of
animals, but we will be focussing on buildings
so there’s lots of room for imagination.

*Proposed focuses may be subject to change based on
children’s interests, understanding and own routes of
enquiry

Geometry
After fractions we will be starting Geometry,

Miss Joisce PE - Mondays

including shape, reflection and the four

Miss Joisce will be teaching Dance on a Monday afternoon In

quadrants. This unit will make way for some
good practical learning. Mrs Easter and Miss

addition to the PE sessions held on a Tuesday afternoon. This Is
Instead of Swimming which has now finished.

